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In list~ning
to similar discussions
differentiate

to the discussion

today, and in listening

in the past, I think it is important to

the concern which the Commission

to the problem of director responsibility
and that of others.

has with respect

and director activity

In many instances people are concerned with

the manner in which directors

carry out their responsibilities

ally as they relate to the social responsibilit~es

of corporations.

It is felt that directors have a distinct responsibility
that corporations

act in a socially responsible

changes in the manner of selecting directors,
standards of conduct and various structural

princip-

to assure

manner and that
attention to their

changes in the makeup

and activity of the board should be for the purpose of enhancing
the willingness
direction

of directors

to move their corporations

of greater concern for the ~blic

suggesting

welfare.

in the slightest that the Commission

these aspects of directoral

responsibility,

nonetheless

principal

and perhaps narrower.

is principally

with the protection
markets;

*

of investors

Without

is unconcerned

is fair to say that the Commission's
The Commission

in the

with

I think it

focus is somewhat different
concerned

and the integrity of securities

hence, when it considers the responsibilities

of directors,

The Se~ur~ties and Excpange Commission, as a matter of policy, disclaims
responsibility for any private publication or speech by any of its members
or employees.
The views expressed here are my own and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Commission or of my fellow Commissioners.

-2 it thinks of those in terms related to investors and markets and
it is concerned with whether directors

have violated the laws

administered by the Commissionwhich are designed to those ends.
I have heard today muchdiscussion,
extensively Li the past,

and I have read

about various purposals for structural

change in either the composition of the board or the manner of
its

election or its relationship

to the corporation it serves

and I amaware of the experiments that has takeri place in other
countries,

as well as by corporations on a voluntary basis in this

country.

I apologize if I seemunduly pessimistic

and cynf.caf.,

and perhaps in the eyes of manyunduly conservative (that is' a
trait

of which I amrarely accused), but I frankly doubt whether

we may expect dramatic changes in the manner in which boards of
directors

fUnction as a consequenceof any of the structural

changes that have been proposed.

Furthermore, I amnot at all

sure that if someof the proposals were fully implemented
the net result would be a discernible public benefit, 'or that
corporations would be more responsible,
be better protected,or
of directors

or 'that investors would

that the criticisms

would be stilled.

with regard to boards

Furthermor'eI 'think evidence is '

lacking that someof the new approaches, such as the two-tier system
,.

h

in Germanyand nowemerging in' other European countries; have
really resuIted in net benefits.
there have been '''~blic

Similarly,

in eases in -which

repres~nta;tives'" on the-)oaJ;'d of direct'o~_s,.
,

I think evidence is lacking that this has resUlted in a be£ter
performance by those boards than boards without such public

I

-3representation.

It seems to me that in many instances the suggestions

for change draw their

life

£'romideology or £'romfrustrations,

none of these are sufficient

but

to assure a happy result.

Beyondthe pessimism I express about whether these
changes might really

accomplish as muchas their

they would, I think _there is the further
reasonably expectable that significant
be accomplished.

question whether it is

structural

changes will

Certainly anyone who is f'amiliar with tbe history

of' state legislation
expect states

advocates believe

in the .corpoz-ate area knows that is futile

to significantly

expected of' directors

to

raise the standards of' perf'ormance

and it is 'idle to believe that states will

adopt changes.concerning the composition, modeof' election or
other aspects of' boards of' directors

if' such proposals encounter

strong opposition £'rommanagement. Through the entire
this century there 'has been competition amongstates

course of'

to lure

corporations t9 incorporate in them on the promise of' minimum
interf'erence with managerial discretion.

As the Report of' the

Corporation LawRe;yisi<?nCommission.
of' NewJersey said in 1968,
"Anyattempt to pt0vide such regulations

of' the public interest

through state incorporat:1-ona~ts I¥1d.similar legislation
only drive eorpor-atdona
jurisdiction~

If.

would

out. of". i?h~flta~e,to a more hospitable

Thus I doubt if' we can expect; muchin a way of'

change emanating f'rom.sbate .legis+f;!.tur~s, and similarly,

restrained

as they are by the words of' the sta.tu~.es, it seems unlikely that
I

state

courts will prov:!-demuchenergy toward ref'orm.

,

\

\
.-_.

F

-4As far as the possibility
I think most commentators
likelihood

of federal incorporation

today are fairly pessimistic

of such an enactment.

as to the

This is not a new idea.

For

decades scholars and others have considered

the desirability

federal incorp~ration

and perhaps

of major corporations

publicly held corporations;

nonetheless,

federal incorporation.

of near term progress
Personally,

said for a federal corporation
corporations

all

Cary does not

in accomplishing

I think there is much to be

statute under which publicly

would be incorporated.

held

It seems to me that at this

time in the history of our nation, when public corporations
from coast to coast and beyond, when their shareholders
throughout

of

no less experienced

public servant and teacher than Professor William
foresee the likelihood

goes,

stretch

are spread

the 50 states, when they have impact upon the economies

of states far removed from the states in which they are incorporated,
it is a little bit ridiculous

to perserve

the notion that their

basic charters should depend upon the whim of a single state's
legislature.

'The manner in which corporations

are governed,

the

powers that are given them, the rights accorded shareholders,
duties imposed'upon
other matters

the directors

and officers,

and a host of

are much better handled on a uniform national basis.

However, having said that, I ~t
that federal incorporation

say it is by no 'means.certain

will be the panacea foreseen by many;

after all, while it would be extremely unlikely
political

the

atmosphere,

it is not impossible

given the present

that Congress would

..

_.

<

'

-'--.

- 5 enact an Lncorporatdon law bear-Ing

striking

similarities

to

Deleware. What,I am saying is si.mplyt.haf the extent to which
federal incorporation would constitute

reform.would dependupon

the contents of the federal incorporation law and on that we
certainly

at this time have no assurance.
While I admire the voluntary innovations that have been

developed by such corporations as General Electric

Corporation

and Texas Instruments, nonetheless, I think it requires a degree
of optisimism far beyond ~hat possessed by me to foresee that these
or similar changes are going to becomeepidemic voluntarily.
These experiments undoubtedly provide very valuable lessons
for other corporations and it maywell be that they will have
a certain numberof imitators.

However,I would think that the

overwelmingbulk of businesses will,

absent legal pressures,

continue to do business the sameway, with the samemethods of
organization,

the same composition of boards and the same structure.

It maybe that the performance of directors will be improved, but
I would suggest tha~ thi~ will comeabout more.as a res~t

of factors

I will discuss shortly than the impact of volun~ary changes
accomplishedby a few corporations.
At the cost of sounddngparochial,
perhaps th~ best hope o~ significant

I would suggest that

change in the manner in which

director~ c~ry qut th~ir respo?sibiliti~s

to sh~~holders,

t~e

investment conmruni
ty
"
~ and the market place
.~ lies in the continuation
and perhaps acceleration of the work that is being done by the federal

-6courts and the Securities

and ExchangeCommission. If' one looks to

f'ederal law f'or sustenance in the ef'f'ort to improve directors

t

conduct, about the only place this can be found, at least in so
f'ar as it applies to the bulk of publicly held. corporations,
is in the f'ederal securities

laws, and even their,

explicit

sustenance is meager. With a single exception there is nothing
in the Securities Act of' 1933 or the Securities ExchangeAct of'

1934 - the statutes that most directly impact publicly held
corporations - which is designed to def'ine or raise the expected
conduct of' directors.

The only portion of' which that might be

said is Section 11 of the Securities Act of' 1933 which provides
the standard of' care that a director must establish
escape liability

if he would

f'or misstatements and omissions in registration

statements f'iled in connection with the distribution
This has application only to a registered

of securities.

of'f'ering of' securities

and has no application to the run-of-the-mine, day-to-day conduct
of a corporation.
This is somewhatstrange, since the literature

of' the early

30 s out

Jf' which was born the' t 33 Act and the hearings which

led to its

adoption and that of' the Securiti es ExchangeAct of' 1934

I

,

'

are heavy with searing commentsabout the passivity of' directors
"

and abundant testimony of' their shortcomings. Despite this Congress
dealt with considerable 'leniency with the problem. In somemeasure
this may'stem f'romf'ederalism conc~pts then prev8lent, which'resulted
r

in Congress being reluctant
they had traditionally

to step into areas that were then, as

been, regarded as the problems of' the states.

,

"

-7 , The'source of most of the Commission
t s and Courtt s
accomplishmentsin the area of director responsibility

has been

that all-embracing and enigmatic administrative
expedient, Rule lOb-5 adopted under Section lOeb) of the
This Rule makesno reference whatsoever to directors

1934 Act.

except insofar

as they are included in the term "persons" whoare the ones
addressed by the rule.

This rule makes it illegal

for "any person"

to engage in manipU1.ati
ve, decepti ve, fraudulent and certain other
kinds of' acti:vity "in connection with the purchase or sale of a
security".
virtually

It has been the breadth of this rule, with it
limitless

factual situations,

opportunities
and its

for application to a variety of'

:ima.ginati
ve interpretation

that,

combinedwith expansion of the concept of "aiding and abetting" a
violation

of the law, has' been the principal basis upon which

federal courts and the Commissionhave, quite frankly, begun
erecting a fairly
directors,

but

formidable set of standards 'for not only

accountants and lawyers as well.

As 'a consequenceof Rule lOb-5 and the proxy rules,

it

has been said that 'the Commissionand the courts have been
developing -"federal corporation law".
in this.

Certa:inly there is some,truth

Increasingly the re1ationships between shareholders and

directors,,' shareholder partieipation
the responsibilities

in corporate electoral

of controlling persons, officers

processes,

and directors

have become'matters of. federaJ. -concernwhere previously they were
governed, to the 'extent they were at. all, by state law.
j ~L

.. ~

This has

-8come about, in my estimation,

and in this I parrot to some extent

re:flections o:f Pro:fessor William Cary,

because the expectations

o:f

the people with regard to the conduct o:f th9Se bearing responsibility
corporate a:f:fairswere not met by state law.
expectations

the

o:f large numbers of people either get satis:fied in one

way or another or there is serious rupture.
unsatisfied

In a democracy

These expectations,

by state law, sought satis:faction in .the :federal arena through

Rule lOb-5 and the proxy rules, and the courts and the Commission
the means o:f at least satis:fying in part these expectations.
neither the courts nor the Commission

provided

While

are elected, nonetheless,

it can :fairly be said that they are responsive

I think

to the expectations

of the public and will o:ften within the limits of their power seek
to satis:fy those expectations.
leap to mind:

elimination

in which this has happened

and Congress

:failed to satis:fy

of signi:ficant numbers of people in regard to the

o:f segregation

from apportionment,
Constitution

Examples

when state legislatures

the expectations

and the

inequities

deriving

the courts :found wi thin the :framework of' the

the means to satis:fy those demands.

The courts have construed the words "in connection with the
purchase

or sale of a security"

as meaning that the de:fendant in an

action need not have actually participated

in the purchase-or

sale

of a security and the courts have, urged by the Commission,
concluded

that

whenever

traded, conduct prohibited
purchase

:for

a corporation

I

s securities

by Rule lO(b)(5)

or sale of' a'security.

iqJin

are p1;lblicly

connection with the

Thus, the simple. existence o:f-a

trading market is enough to result in liability under :federal,law
for manipulative,
abetting of it.

fraudulent

or deceptive

conduct, or the aiding and
"

~-.-

.-...,..

- 9 While very little litigation
has reached final adjudication,
settlements

of Rule IOb-5.

as have determinations

cormnencement of litigation.
the Commission

authorized

Penn Central Corporation
people.

nonetheless

there have been significant

and there have been many rulings by courts which have

pricked out the boundaries
opinion,

involving outside directors

These events have shaped

by the Commission with regard to

As probably

everyone here knows, recently

action against three outside directors in the
as well as its auditors and various other

Without discussing the merits of this litigation,

should be noted that the Commission
rather determined

did not sue all directors but

that in this situation only the conduct of some of

them fell sufficiently
initiation

I think it

short of appropriate

standards to justify the

of an injuctive proceeding.
As a consequence

of this entire course of events - preliminary

rulings by courts, the cormnencement of actions by the Commission,
in pub.Lf,c
profound

fori - there has in my estimation been laid the ground work for
change in the -manner in which directors

business,

conduct their

the standards to which they adhere and their involvement

in the corporate process.
and the Commission
than

discussion

Unquestionably

the

reflect a higher expectation

do state courts

and state legislatures.

evident through decisions

and proceedings

federal courts
from directors
As this becomes

the attorneys of publicly held

companies have surely taken note; in fact if anything their concern
sometdmes

rises to the level of near panic.

discernment

of trends is communicated

they represent
distinct

This concern and this

to the directors of the corporations

and in this ~anner I think it can be said that there is a

"rub-Off' effect which probably is nearly as meaningful

and

- 10 effective

as specific legislation

would be.

In addition to that there

is another "rub-off" effect and that is on state courts.

Diamondv.•

Oreamunodecided by a NewYork state Court is clear evidence of the
impact which concepts developed in the federal context can have on
state courts and

r

would expect that in the future there will be even

more evidencE of this impact.
I recognize that this process is so subtle and seemingly so
slow that it is discouraging to those whowould like to see a faster
pace.

Andyet, given the pessimisms that I express.ed earlier,

I think

this is the surest course available to us today to accomplish-the
objectivffi we have discussed.

As a consequenceof these develqpments

of Rule 10b-5 I Qelieve there is spreading,and perhaps' spreading more
rapidly than we realize,

through corporate halls a realization

that

directors. maynot be as passive as they have been, maynot delute their
efforts

as has often been done by_serving on an excessive numberof

boards, maynot rely upon the low standards established by the states
as immunization against liability.

-

As these higher standards are realized,
that it mayresult

the concern is expressed

in:the unwillingness of anyone.of competenceto serve

on the board of a' public company. Personally I doubt this seriously.
Repeatedly we hear suggestions that .the flood of aases against .accountants
mayresult

in unwillingness on the part of anyone to serve in this role.

Andyet each year thousands upon thousands of aspiring accountants complete
thier education and seek out employmentby the accounting firms which ~av~
been so frequently assaulted in the cour-t s ,
that the heightened interest of the plaintiffs

Similarly it has been.suggested
t

counf;~l in the conduct of

lawyers may similarly dry up the desire of youngmen and womento become
attorneys - and yet enrollment in law school has never been higter

- II -

and the numberof young men and womenseeking employmentin corporate
law firms shows no sign of diminution.

Similarly after the electrical

conspiracy case resulted

of several corporate executives,

in the jailing

it was suggested that no one would serve as a corporate executive
since it posed the peril

of incarceration,

and yet there is no evidence

whatsoever that competent men are not seeking advancement into
corporate ranks.
the directors

high

Likewise after the Bar Chris..-l case was decided and

of that unhappy corporation were found liable

statements and omissions in

a

registration

for the mis-

statement, it was thought

it would be impossible to secure anyone to serve on the board of a
public. company. Andyet there are still

on the boards of public companies

innumerable competent, highly qualified people.
Texas Gulf' Sulphur case

-.l

Again after the

it was suggested that corporate information

would dry up out of fear that the corporation would wander into a misstatement or omit somepertinent
corporate public relations
Journal fills

fact •

Notwithstanding these fears

firms have flourished and the Wall Street

its pages five days a weekwith outpourings of

corporate information.
It'is

not completely beyond

reason

perhaps there may be increasing numbers of potential

to think that
director

candidates

whosemisgivings will cause them to forego serving on boards of
directors.

If this happens I would suggest it will be temporary

and will last until

businessmen once again feel comfortable with

the heightened standards.
to such changes in society.
the Securities

There is always a period of acclimation
If one looks back to the enactment of

Act 01"1933, you will find in the Fortune magazine

issue of August 1933 the direst

of forebodings by a prominent NewYork

-=:JEscott v Bar Chris Cery., 283 F.Supp.643 (S.D.N.Y.,1968)

-I SECv

Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 401 F. 2nd. 833 (2nd. Cir., 1968)

- 12 attorney (still living) who foresaw that no underwriter would ever
again be willing to undertake

any underwri tings because of the dangers of'

SecuritIes Act of 1933. Since that time, of course, numerous
underwriters

have become extremely rich and the underwriting

process

has~een more affected by poor markets than it has by the
Securities Act of 1933.

Similarly at that time George

dean of the accounting profession,

O. May, the then

predicted that no accountant

could live with the danger of liability imposed by that act, and yet
since that time Iiteraly tens of thousands

registration

statements have

became effective, all of them containing the opinions of accountants.
In summary,the~higher

standards are being demanded by

the public and I think they are being achieved.
and the Commission

The federal courts

are responsive to these demands and are acting.

I believe that already there are manifestations
of court decisions and Commission

actions.

of the impact

Directors in many cases

are being provided with more information than they ever had before;
perceptive

attorneys are advising their clients that the old rules

are no longer sacrosanct.

Directors are being compensated in reasonable

fashion commensurate with the time they are giving,to their tasks,
and as they are paid more, they ..are obviously more willing to devote
the time to the task ~hat is required for its competent performan?e.
And increasingly

corporations

are adopting. their. own guidelines with

regard to conduct of their directors.
This seems like a slow, tedious, frustrating
all things considered,

course, an~ yet,

I think it provides the m~st promise. of movement

toward the goals that I think most people here desire: increased
responsibility

on the. part of directors.

- l.3 The Commissionmade known sometime ago that it was pl.anning
- guidel.ines with regard to the conduct of' directors

to prepare specific

in matters rel.ating -t.o the purchase and sal.e of' securities.
f'requentl.y asked Whenthese guidelines will appear.

Weare

At the risk of'

disappointing'many I feel. compel.adto express my absence of' f'aith
in the vakue of' the 'guidelines

that' have been discussed.

In the f'irst

pl.ace,any guidel.ines'weul.d be l.imited to conduct rel.ated to the purchase
and saf,e of' secUrities, 'althoUgh as I have indicated,

in the case of'

publ.icl.y hel.d corporations that concept is extremel.y,broad, and furthermore
of' course, there woul.dl.ikel.y be a "rub-ott"

ef'f'ect f'rom. 'Whateverthe,

Commissiondid, l.imited though the sphere of' its
of' necessity

it

inf'l.uence be.

seems to me the Commissionwoul.dhave to stud any

guidel.ines with the same ol.d watchwords of' uncertainty,
"shoul.d have known",

"reaaoneb'ly",

and the l.ike, with the resul.t that the guidel.ines

woul.dprovide f'ar l.ess consol.tation
they desire.

and assurance to directors

than

It seems to me that in many areas of' the l.awwe have never

been abl.e to achieve t~e sort of' certainty

that is desired by manyand

I am doubtful whether directors 'responsibil.i ties
kind of' certainty

is an area in which that

can be accompl.ished.

Finally, it
in f'reezing a rapidly

seems to me that there is a distinct
devel.oping area

disadvantage

of' the l.aw in verbal. f'ormul.ae

that may, 'and perhaps shoul.a"be obsol.ete in the near future.
conception

SecondJ.y,

Society's

of' the manner in which corporations shoul.d be governed

is changing rapidl.y and it coul.d well be that the adoption of' guidel.ines
woul.dimpede,rather than hasten, the devel.opmentof' sounder notions
in regard to the responsibil.ities

of' directors.

In a book with which I think

- 14 most of you are familiar ~ Future Shock, the author indicates
pace

of change is constantly

to survive
ability
to

both

emotionally

to adapt to this
director

Certainly

our ability

concept Ions with regard
of corporations

changing areas. in which we are involved.

the development of much so~der

notions

the

depends upon our

and the functions

To freeze our concepts today in guidelines

matters.

and that

and physically

change.

responsibility

are amongthe most rapidly

accelerating

that

could very well ,hinder

tomorrow conc~rning these

